An Introduction
To ‘The $AUD10,000 Monetary Challenge’!
We can suggest that there are three fundamental dimensions for money.
The first dimension of money is slavery, symbolised by the iron chains and the whip. These monetary systems are now
historically redundant as they are too expensive to operate, and too violent to sustain for long periods of Time.
The second dimension of money is Debts, bearing compound interest, symbolised by the international debt markets,
the modern day versions of the slave markets from history. Here are some features of debt banking!
A $1 loan, bearing 6% annual compound interest, calculated daily, over 550 years, creates a debt of 214 trillion dollars.
When the monetary supply is created bearing 3% annual compound interest, then 40% of the retail prices will be owed
to the debt bankers, and 75% of the people’s income will be lost to the four financial demons, those of debt, interest,
taxation, and inflation.
The debt markets, astonishingly, create their loan capital by monetising customer collateral in a financial
mirror, with the banks functioning as pawn shops, possessing a license to create bank credit.
This monetisation of customer collateral must be kept secret from the bank’s customers,
using deceptions, such as imaginary Reserves and the pretence of pre-existing bank capital, as not even
‘Shakespearean Idiots’ will pay 214 trillion dollars, upon a reflection of their own $1 in assets!
Debt banking then is a crime against the laws for fraud, fiduciary duty, odious debt, duress, racketeering,
pyramid schemes, cartels, and the ‘laws of contracts’. These crimes can be revealed by asking a simple
question, ‘who supplies the capital for our loans, when the world is drowning in debt?’
Debt monetary systems then are suitable only for the ignorant, the insane, and the psychopathic,
and this is why the debt bankers, historically, were banished from the nations of our world, imprisoned for
treason, and excommunicated from God for Eternity!
The third dimension of money can be called Asset-Hydro. The greatest treasure in our nation is the
monetary supply so surely it is natural to create money as a sovereign asset, owned by the heart
of our nation?
Asset-Hydro monetary systems do not need a parasitic layer of debt bankers to extract the ‘honey’
from the human hive, using their dark financial tools, forged in the abyss of usury, such as the
‘price of money’.
In Asset monetary systems, the nation’s treasures and human potential can be monetised to create an Asset-lake which can
flow through the turbine of monetary policy, to power our nation, in the same way as hydro-lakes generate electricity.
The nation’s potential has become its national capital, the creation of the monetary supply has been democratised,
and the people have become their own central bank!
A $1 loan, at 0% annual compound interest, calculated daily, over 550 years, creates a ‘one and only’ payment of $1!

When will our nation be offered an Asset-Hydro monetary system?
Welcome to the $AUD10,000 Monetary Challenge!

The $AUD10,000 ‘Aristotle’s Monetary Lake’ Challenge!
Our monetary supply is the greatest treasure in our nation.
Why then do we create money as debt?
The whale-oil lamp was once the greatest lighting technology upon our planet. However, we now use power turbines
and electric lighting, a technology which is millions of times more efficient than oil lamps. Imagine then a new monetary
system which mirrors hydro lakes as they effortlessly spin turbines, a 'lake' formed not from water, but from droplets
of human life force, and human skills, and national treasures, a 'lake' which represents the monetary potential of our nation,
a ‘lake’ which finances all government expenditure so there is no need for personal taxation!
In the presence of this 'lake', money can be defined as 'human life-force, traded within a marketplace', the same monetary unit
used by the hunter-gatherers for at least two million years, the same life-force monetary concept already used by the other two
million species upon our planet. The definition for money becomes, 'the distance that a typical human being, walking at the
normal speed of 5 km/hour, will cover in one hour, that is 5000 metres'. This is a measure of the human psyche,
human biology, time, distance, and the speed of light, as a metre is a measure of the speed of light within a vacuum.
This 'lake' of human potential, and monetary ‘capital’, can now be released through the 'turbine' of the nation's Treasury,
owned by the sovereign parliament, to power our economy, free from the private debt bankers and their four financial
demons, those of debt, interest, taxation, and inflation! At last, we have democratised the creation of the monetary supply!
This monetary 'lake' fulfills Aristotle's five definitions for authentic money, to be portable, durable, divisible, intrinsically
valuable, and easily recognisable. The 'lake' fulfills the economists' dream for a monetary system, functioning with the most
frugal technological costs, a monetary system which is 100% reserve so that it is no longer a pyramid structure of assets
and debts, always teetering upon the edge of financial collapse. This monetary system answers also five primal monetary
questions. What is money? What is the measure for money? Who shall create the monetary supply? Who shall profit
from the streams of interest? And shall we create our monetary supply as assets, or debts?
Perhaps some of you are thinking, this concept of an Aristotelian 'Asset-lake' is intriguing, but surely the 'lake' is some form
of communism? However, communism is the state ownership of the nation's business structure, and we are talking about the
nation's monetary supply. It is perfectly feasible to have an entrepreneurial business structure operating with a sovereign,
Asset-based monetary supply.
Let us assume that a private business needs to borrow $1. In an Aristotelian Asset-lake monetary system, a $1 loan
at 0% annual compound interest, calculated daily, over 550 years, creates a debt of $1. However, using the debt banker’s
'Charter of Usury', a $1 loan, at 6% annual compound interest, calculated daily, over 550 years, creates a debt
of 214 trillion dollars! Do you understand now why this ‘Power of Debt’ has driven the bankers insane with greed?
The website www.theq1.org will give $AUD10,000 to the first person
who can convince us, through pure logic, that the debt bankers’ monetary system
is the best financial technology for our world,
when compared to an Aristotelian Asset-Hydro monetary lake!

www.theq1.org

